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Abstract. Formal veri cation in computer science often takes a worstcase view towards performance and uses induction to prove speci cation invariants. In control theory, robust control takes a worst-case view
towards performance; nominal performance proofs often use derivative
information to prove invariance of speci cation sets. In this note, we explore a toolbox for proving (positive) invariance of state-space sets with
respect to the actions of dynamical systems. The focus is on dynamical
systems given by di erential equations, building up to hybrid systems.

1 Introduction
We are interested in the formal veri cation of safety and performance properties
of hybrid systems [1, 8, 17].
In computer science, there is large formal veri cation literature (e.g., [2, 5,
9, 11, 12, 16, 19]) of discrete-dynamic systems, such as automata. Usually, the
proofs that verify safety and performance involve the search for certain formulas
which are (proven to be) invariant over the actions of the system. This same
style can be translated, almost brute force, into dealing with hybrid systems by
including both continuous and discrete system actions [13, 14, 15]. Conceptually,
the solution appears clear. However, in chasing these solutions one can often get
stuck by thinking of the \traces" or solutions of di erential equations (intermixed
with discrete steps, of course) as the entities one is to verify.
Herein, we take a step back from this conceptual viewpoint and begin to look
for the mechanics and mechanisms of proof necessary when discrete and continuous actions interact. Speci cally, we want to look at tools that enable one to
prove the positive invariance of sets with respect to the action of hybrid dynamical systems. This is merely the abstraction of many problems of veri cation: Is
the system performing within safety/performance speci cations (specs.)?
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Thus, we consider S  Rn (more generally, S 0  Rn  R) to be our (timevarying) speci cation set for a system . The evolution of  is given by a
dynamical system  : Rn  R ! 2Rn satisfying the following two properties:
{ Initial Condition: (x; 0) = x for all x.
{ Transitivity:
(x; t1 + t2) 2 fx2 j x1 2 (x; t1); x2 2 (x1; t2)g
The speci cations are enforced by requiring the system  be such that S is
(positively) invariant with respect to the dynamics , that is
(S; t)  S; for all t  0:
(1)
The rest of this paper can be seen as making the above notion precise and giving
tools for (a) verifying Equation (1), and (b) designing  so that Equation (1) is
veri ed, even in the presence of uncertainty.
When the dynamical system  is a nite automaton, t 2 Z, and a spec. is
usually given by a state formula whose invariance is veri ed via an induction
proof. This induction is on the discrete actions available to the automata.
We want to develop similar tools in the case the dynamical systems are hybrid
(viz., combining automata and di erential equations). As a rst step, we collect
and develop tools here useful in proving invariance when the dynamical systems
are given by di erential equations. We want the invariance proofs to again be
based on induction from local steps: we want to use derivative information, not
solve di erential equations. The reason is that the global information of an ODE
solution is generally impossible to nd.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we review existing theory in our context. Then we develop more directly applicable tools in Section
3. In Sections 4 and 5 we solve a toy example of platoon merge safety. We rst
formalize the problem with the computer science model of hybrid I/O automata
[13] and then prove safety using our system theoretic tools. In this way, we explicitly demonstrate how our tools mesh with both computer science and control
theory avors of reasoning about hybrid systems.

2 The Basics
2.1 On Being Invariant
A formal treatment of positive invariant sets for di erential equations appears
in Bhatia and Szego's ne book [4, pp. 306{322]. Their Corollary 3.4.22 (p. 316)
follows some preliminaries.
We discuss the autonomous system
x_ = g(x);
(2)
where x 2 Rn and with solution denoted by . Throughout, we assume that for
Equation (2), g is continuous on an open set U  Rn .
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De nition1. A curve is a continuous function mapping some interval D
into Rn. We always let D represent the domain of the curve . If F is a family
of curves, we say  2 F is an extension of if D  D  and =  on D .
We say that is maximal in F if the only extension of is itself; that is
maximal refers to the domain and not to the function values. For any curve ,
the notation (; t; x) means that t 2 D and (t; t; x) = x.
De nition2. A set S  U is called positively (negatively) weakly invariant for
Equation (2) if for each x 2 S there exists a maximal solution (; x) =  such
that (t; x) 2 S for all t 2 [0; supD ) (for all t 2 (inf D ; 0]). A set S 2 U
is called positively (negatively) invariant if for each x 2 S and each (; x),
(t; x) 2 S for all t 2 [0; supD ) (for all t 2 (inf D ; 0]). S is (weakly) invariant
if it is both positively and negatively (weakly) invariant.
De nition3. For S  Rn , x 2 S and v 2 Rn, we say v is subtangential to S
at x if
d(S; x + tv)=t ! 0 as t ! 0+ :
Theorem4. The relatively closed set S is positively weakly invariant if and only
if g(x) is subtangential to S at x for all x 2 S .
Corollary5. If each solution (; x) of Equation (2) is uniquely determined by
the initial condition x, then S is positively invariant if and only if g(y) is subtangential to S for all y 2 S .
Statements for negative invariance hold replacing g by g above; invariance
when both hold.

2.2 Fences that Hold Solutions

The following is summarized from [10]. Consider the rst-order ODE
x_ = f(t; x);
(3)
where x 2 R and with solutions x = u(t). A \fence" is some other function
x = (t) that channels the solutions in the direction of the vector eld.
De nition6. A continuous and continuously di erentiable function (t) is a
lower (resp. upper) fence if
_ (t)  f(t; (t)); [resp. f(t; (t))  _ (t)];
A fence is strong when the above inequalities are strict. A lower fence is
nonporous if whenever (t0)  u(t0), then (t)  u(t) for all t > t0; reversing
the inequalities de nes nonporous for upper fences.
Notes: (a) The de nition of nonporous in [10] has the second inequality strict.
We only require the given, weaker property. (b) Piecewise di erentiable fences
can be taken care of by checking that the required inequalities hold for both left
and right derivatives.

Theorem7. A strong fence is nonporous.
Theorem8. If f is Lipschitz with respect to x, then any fence is nonporous.
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3 Moving Forward
3.1 Multi-Dimensional Fences
The theory of fences discussed above is given only for one-dimensional statespaces, i.e., x 2 R in Equation (3) above. A similar theory exists for a class
of ODEs in Rn known as monotone systems [18]. We outline a more general
approach, motivated by the well-known concept of a Lyapunov function, below.
The approach is distinct from Lyapunov functions in the usual sense, e.g., the
function need not be positive de nite.
The method starts by identifying with the speci cation set S  Rn a scalar
function s : Rn ! R such that
8
< > 0; x 2 intS
s(x) is : = 0; x 2 S \ @S
(4)
< 0; x 62 S
Note that s is a generalized indicator function for the set S, viz. S = fx j s(x) 
0g. Thus, we may restrict our attention to showing the invariance of the nonnegative reals under the action of our dynamical system.
Suppose we wish to show that a speci cation region, given by s(x)  0 is
invariant over time. Thus, we want to show that s(t) = s(x(t))  0 for all t > t0 .

Theorem 9. Suppose s_ (t)js=0  0. Then s(t)  0 is invariant if either
1. There exists  > 0 such that s_ (t) > 0 for all s 2 ( ; 0),
2. s_(t)js=0 is piecewise di erentiable, and there exists  > 0 such that s_ (t)  0
for all s 2 ( ; 0),
3. s_(t)js=0 is Lipschitz.
Proof. For parts (1) and (3), set f(s; t) = s_(t)js and lower fence (t)  0. Apply
Theorems 7 and 8. For part (2), use (t) = s(t) as a fence for the constant
function f  0.
3.2 Towards Robust Veri cation
We may address robustness issues by enforcing conditions such as
s(t)  1 > 0
s_(t)j1  2 > 0
This provides the basis for \robust veri cation," in which a nominal system is
provably veri ed by hand, and for which the e ects of classes of perturbations
(e.g., delay, sensor noise, unmodeled dynamics) can be provably ignored.
Below, we give three variations on a theme for using bounds on invariants in
proving the correctness of perturbed systems given proofs for the nominal case
and vice versa. Examples will be given in Section 5.2.
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Bounding Invariants. Suppose there exists a function sL (t)  s(t), then to
prove s(t)  0 is invariant, it is sucient to demonstrate sL (t)  0. Such a tactic
is obviously useful in comparing systems; it might also be used if the derivative
of s(t) can not be computed but those of lower bound can be.
Bounding the Nomimal Below. Suppose that in our perturbed system, we
can only measure s^(t), but that

s(t) 2 [^s(t) L; s^(t) + H];
where L, H 2 R. Suppose that we have veri ed a control law u(s) such that
u(0) results in s_(t)  0. Then, if we use u(0) whenever s^(t) L  0, we obtain
invariance of s(t)  0 via an implementation relation (cf. [13]). Note: The
constant L can be replaced with a function L(t) with the same e ect.

Bounding the Perturbed Above. Suppose that in our perturbed system, we

can only measure s^(t), but that

s^(t) 2 [s(t) l; s(t) + h];
where l, h 2 R. Suppose that we have a control law that maintains s(t)  l.
Then, we have an existence proof that s^ can be kept above zero. However, such
a control law might not be implementable only knowing s^. Again, l and h may
be replaced by time-varying functions.

4 Platoon Merge Example{Setup
4.1 Introduction
In [7], a \robust merge platoon maneuver" is described and analyzed. There are
four high-level speci cations the system should meet:
1. Safety|the platoons are not supposed to collide at a relative speed greater
than vallow .
2. The merge should succeed, within a particular amount of time.
3. The merge is optimal, in that there is no other maneuver that could cause
the merge to complete faster.
4. Passenger comfort, as measured by bounds on acceleration and jerk, is guaranteed.
Herein, we only address the issue of safety. We consider two platoons of
vehicles, named 1 and 2, where platoon 1 precedes platoon 2 on a single track.
Positions on the track are labeled with nonnegative reals, starting with 0 at a
designated beginning point.
We assume the following constants:
5

{ vallow 2 R0 is the value of the allowable (read also safe or acceptable)
collision velocity,
{ amin 2 R0 is the absolute value of the maximum emergency deceleration.

The analysis in Appendix I of [7] is done in terms of vehicle velocities. Translating to vehicle positions, their analysis implies that safety is maintained (if
d = 0) if
2
2
v12 (t) vallow
x(t)  v2 (t) 2a
(5)
min
where
{ x1, x2 are the positions of the lead and trailing platoons,
{ x = x1 x2, the di erence in position of the lead and trailing platoons,
{ v1  x_ 1; v2  x_ 2, are the velocities of the lead and trailing platoons.
In the remainder of this section we give a formal model of the platoon safety
problem in terms of hybrid I/O automata [13]. In the next section, we prove invariance of Equation 5, in the presence of an abstract controller, using derivative
information only.

4.2 Safety
Platoons . We model the system by a hybrid automaton that we call Platoons .

Each platoon i has a position xi and a velocity x_ i . The hybrid automaton

Platoons has the following (non-e [13]) discrete actions:
Input:
none
Output:
none

Internal:
collide

The variables are:

Input:
none
Output:
x
_ i 2 R0 , i 2 f1; 2g, initially arbitrary
0 , i 2 f1; 2g; initially x2 = 0 and x1 is arbitrary
xi 2 R
collided , a Boolean, initially false

Internal:
none

Thus, we assume that the velocities are nonnegative|the vehicles will never
go backwards. Also, platoon 2 starts at the beginning position on the track.
collide
Precondition:
x1 = x2
collided = false
E ect:
collided = true
x
_ i := arbitrary value, i 2 f1; 2g
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We allow for fairly arbitrary behavior when cars collide: the velocities of both
vehicles may change arbitrarily.
A trajectory of the hybrid system over the interval I (or I -trajectory [13]) w
is included among the set of nontrivial trajectories exactly if:
1. collided is unchanged in w.
2. x_ i is an integrable function in w, i 2 f1; 2g.
3. For every t 2 I, the following are true about w(t):
(a) x2  x1 .
(b) The xi values at t are obtained by integrals, working from x_ i .
4. For every t 2 I that is not the right endpoint of I, the following is true about
w(t): If x1 = x2 then collided = true .
Thus, we only consider executions in which the platoons do not bypass each
other. The collided variable just keeps track of the rst occurrence of a collision.
This will be used in our statement of the correctness property below|we only
want to assert what happens the rst time a collision occurs.

Safety Condition. We consider the following safety condition on states of

Platoons :

1. (Safety) If x1 = x2 and collided = false , then x_ 2  x_ 1 + vallow .
Note that this condition is formulated as an invariant assertion.
Let Safe-Platoons be the same as Platoons except that all the states are restricted to satisfy the safety condition. We will use Safe-Platoons as a correctness
speci cation. It says that under all circumstances, the system guarantees that if
the platoons ever collide, then the rst time they do so, their relative velocity is
no more than vallow .

Implementation Structure. For implementations, we consider composed sys-

tems consisting of a piece modeling the real world, plus two pieces modeling controllers for the two cars. The real world model is like the Platoons automaton,
except that the velocities of the two cars are normally controlled by acceleration variables set by two separate controllers. However, once a collision occurs,
we uncouple the velocities from the controllers. This corresponds to allowing
arbitrary behavior after the rst collision.
De ne Controlled-Platoons to be the same as Platoons , except for the following changes. Controlled-Platoons includes new input variables:
i 2 R, 2 f1 2g, initially arbitrary
An I-trajectory w is included among the set of nontrivial trajectories of
Controlled-Platoons exactly if:
1. w is a trajectory of Platoons .
2. If collided = false in w then x_ i is obtained by integration from xi , i 2 f1; 2g.
Now we describe Controller 1 . Its input and output variables are:
x

i

;
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Input:
x
_ i 2 R0 , i 2 f1; 2g
0 , i 2 f1; 2g
xi 2 R
collided, a Boolean
Output:
x
1

Controller 1 has no external actions.
Controller 1 is an arbitrary hybrid automaton with the given interface, subject

only to the following restrictions:
1. In any trajectory, x1 is a bounded, piecewise continuous (and hence integrable) function.
2. In any state,
(a) x1  amin .
(b) If x_ 1 = 0 then x1  0. (It does not ask that the velocity go negative.)
The interface of Controller 2 is analogous. Its input and output variables are:

Input:
x
_ i 2 R0 , i 2 f1; 2g
0 , i 2 f1; 2g
xi 2 R
collided, a Boolean
Output:
x
2

Controller 2 has no external actions. Controller 1 is an arbitrary hybrid automaton with the given interface, subject only to restrictions on x2 and x_ 2 as for x1
and x_ 1, resp., in Controller 1 above.

The System. Compose Controlled-Platoons , Controller 1 and Controller 2 using

hybrid automaton composition.
We are supposed to design an instance of Controller 2 so that when it is
composed in this way with arbitrary Controller 1, the resulting system satis es
the safety condition. We say that it implements the Safe-Platoons automaton,
using a notion of implementation based on preserving hybrid traces. Here, the
hybrid trace includes the output variables, which are the positions and velocities
of both platoons plus the collided ag. That is enough to ensure that the safety
condition of the spec. carries over to the implementation.

A Controller Implementation. We de ne a speci c Controller 2, which we

call C2. We describe it very nondeterministically. The interface is already specied. C2 has no discrete actions, and no internal variables.
In any state of Platoons , de ne
2
2
2
safe-measure = x1(t) x2 (t) (x_ 2(t)) (x_2a1(t)) (vallow )
min
This says that the distance between the two platoons is great enough to allow platoon 2 to slow down suciently before hitting platoon 1, even if platoon
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1 decelerates at its fastest possible rate.4 The initial value of x2 is constrained
as follows. In the initial state, if safe-measure  0, then x2 = amin . (Otherwise, x2 is arbitrary.) Therefore, if the position and velocity parameters are on
the boundary of a certain \region", then x2 is guaranteed to be the minimum
possible|that is, platoon 2 is guaranteed to be decelerating as fast as possible.
C2 is an arbitrary Controller 2 , subject only to the following additional restriction on any I-trajectory w:
If collided = false in w(0) then for every t 2 I, the following is true
about w(t): If safe-measure  0, then x2 = amin .
The system we consider, called Implemented-Platoons is the composition of
Controlled-Platoons , an arbitrary Controller 1 , and C2.

Correctness. We de ne a predicate S on states of Implemented-Platoons , as
follows:
Predicate S: If collided = false then safe-measure  0.
Note that C2 is designed to guarantee explicitly that if S is ever violated,
or even if it is in danger of being violated (because equality holds), platoon 2
is decelerating as fast as possible. We claim that this strategy is sucient to
guarantee that S is always true:
Lemma 10. If S is true in the initial state of the system, then S is true in every
reachable state.
Proof. By induction on the number of steps in a hybrid execution. Initially, the
claim is true by assumptions. The only (non-e) discrete steps are collide and
internal steps of Controller 1.
1. collide
The e ect of the action ensures that collided = true in the post-state, which
makes S true vacuously.
2. Internal step of Controller 1
This does not a ect any of the quantities involved in S.
Now we consider a trajectory w based on a closed interval [0; t]. Since a
trajectory cannot change collided , and S is vacuously true if collided = true , we
only need to consider the case where collided = false throughout w. We may
4

It can be shown [6] that the region





(x_ 2 )2 (x_ 1 )2 (vallow )2 ; x_ + v
1
allow x_ 2
2amin
corresponds to the biggest possible safe region. The \relaxation" corresponding to
the second argument of the max function says that the relative velocities of the two
platoons are already close enough. Invariance has been proven using Theorem 9, part
2.
safe-measure = max

x1

x2
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assume that S is true in w(0). We must show that S is true in w(t). By de nition
of S, we may assume that safe-measure  0 in state w(0) and must show that
this is true in state w(t).
The remaining continuous action arguments are shown in the next section
(see Remark 1), using only derivative information.

Lemma 11. S implies the safety condition.
Proof. If collided = true , then S implies the safety condition vacuously. Hence,
we must only deal with the case when collided = false . This involves continuous

variables and is shown in the next section (see Remark 2).

5 Platoon Merge Example{Analysis
In this section, we provide a system theoretic proof of the \correctness" of the
\abstract controller" for platoon merge proposed in the previous section. Here,
correctness means that safety is maintained; abstract controller means that the
control law is speci ed by a list of (hopefully) minimal constraints. Any actual
controller implementation that satis es these constraints will maintain safety by
inclusion. In other words, if we have proved the system correct when it is connected to an arbitrary set of behaviors (e.g., which satisfy some constraints or
assumptions), then the system will behave correctly when any particular behavior within that set is actually connected. Note that this is simply the viewpoint
of worst-case analysis.
Note: We must only nish the continuous parts missing from Lemmas 10 and
11. From those proofs, we may consider only the case where collided = false in
our continuous analysis below, which yields some simpli cations in the resulting
S and s.

5.1 The Nominal Case
Recall that the safety property that we wish to verify is
S : If x(t) = 0; then v2(t) v1 (t)  vallow :
This says that if a collision occurs, it must be the case that the relative platoon
velocity is less than the allowable collision velocity.
The following restrictions which were made on trajectories of Implemented-Platoons
above are relevant in this section:
A1 : xi  amin , i = 1; 2.
A2 : vi  0, i = 1; 2.
We also use the following \safety invariant," which is a rewriting of Equation
(5) above:
2
2
v22 (t) + vallow
s(t)  x(t) + v1 (t) 2a
(6)
min
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Remark 1. s(t)  0 is invariant5 if the following condition is met:

C:

x2 (t) = amin when s(t) = 0:
Proof. Dropping dependence on t, Equation (6) is equivalent to
2 x_ 2 + v2
2
allow ;
s  x1 x2 + x_ 1 2a
min
so
s_ = x_ 1 x_ 2 + x_ 1x1a x_ 2 x2 :
min
But \control law" C says
s_js0 = x_ 1 x_ 2 + x_ 1x1 a+ x_ 2 amin ;
min
x
_
a
+ x_ 2 amin  0;
1
min
 x_ 1 x_ 2 +
a
min

where the last inequality follows from A1 . The conclusion then follows from
Theorem 9, Part 2.
Note that the condition C represents the conditions of the abstract controller
mentioned above. Any actual controller (implementation) that satis es C will
also maintain the invariant s(t)  0. It remains to show that the invariant
guarantees safety, i.e., it remains to show
Remark 2. s(t)  0 implies S .
Proof. First note that due to A2, S is automatically satis ed if v2 = 0. Otherwise
assume, for contradiction, that S is not met: x = 0 and
v2 > vallow + v1 :
Squaring both sides and again noting A2 yields the contradiction.

5.2 Perturbed Cases

In this section, we use the tools of Section 3.2 to easily prove safety under various
relaxations from the nominal case, including (1) inbound delay, (2) outbound
delay, and (3) sensor noise.
Below, we will use approximations of the form
2
2
v^22 (t) + vallow
s^(t)  x^1 (t) x^2(t) + v^1 (t) 2a
:
min
In this case (and dropping dependence on t)
2
2 ) (v2 v^2 )
2
2 :
s s^  e = (x1 x^1) (x2 x^2) + (v1 v^12a
(7)
min
Note that if e(t)  e(t)  e(t), then s(t)  s^(t) + e(t).
5
Technically, f( 1 2 1 2) j ( 1 2 1 2 )  0g is a positive invariant set.
x ;x ;v ;v

s x ;x ;v ;v
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Inbound Delay. This is the lag time in communicating sensor information from

the rst to second platoons. Hence, if the inbound delay is d then
x^1(t) = x1 (t d); v^1 (t) = v1 (t d);
x^2(t) = x2 (t); v^2 (t) = v2 (t d);
in Equation 7 above. A simple calculation, taking into account A1;2, shows that
e(t)  e(t) where
~ 2 v12 (t d)]
min d)
e(t)  v1 (t d)d~ amin d~2=2 + [(v1(t d) a2a
= 0;
min
d~ = minfd; v1(t d)=amin g, and the last equality follows after some algebra. So,
by the arguments in Section 3.2, safety is maintained as long as full-braking is
invoked for platoon 2 whenever s^(t)  0.

Outbound Delay. In this case, the acceleration command for platoon 2 at time

t, namely x2 (t), is based on sensed readings at time t d if the outbound delay is
d. Hence, we have Equation 7 but with all variables at time t + d. The situation
is similar to inbound delay above in that one may compute bounds on s^(t + d)
versus s(t + d) as a function of positions and velocities measured up to time t.
For x1, x_ 1 this case is the same as above, and we can simply use
x^1(t + d) = x1 (t); v^1 (t + d) = v1 (t):
This case is di erent than the previous one, though, in the sense that second
platoon's controller may take into account the command it has sent over the past
d time units in estimating its own position and velocity d units hence (assuming
no collisions in between, of course). Summarizing, it uses
Zd
x^2(t + d) = x2(t) + v2 (t)d + (d )x2 (t d + ) d;
0
Zd
v^2 (t + d) = v2 (t) + x2(t d + ) d:
0

Invariance is maintained if we command full-braking at all times t (i.e., set
x2 (t) = amin for all times t) such that s^(t + d)  0.

Sensor Noise. Here, we measure x^i and v^i. We assume (the same) uniform
noise bound on the measurements of all variables, e.g., jx1(t) x^1(t)j   and
similarly for the other three measurements. Unequal bounds follow easily. Then,
we have e(t)  e where
2
2
2
2
2m +  2 m2
;
e    + v1 (v1 + ) 2a v2 + (v2 m) = 2 2v1  + 2v2a
min
min
where m = min(v2 ; ).
Again, safety is maintained as long as full-braking is invoked for platoon
2 whenever s^(t) + e  0. If this is too conservative, a real application could
get better estimates by considering intervals of measurements and the dynamic
relationship of measured variables.
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